Schools, society, everybody calls for “more empathy, more resposible lifestyle, more global awareness,
more active citizenship among youth” - but at the same time, the few that live it and want it to be part
of education, and living it as part of life growing up at school are told “there is no time for this”, “go
focus on your C in chemistry”, “you will better understand as an adult (that these things cannot be
done)”, are even aggressively opposed by conservative principals and bullied by their peers. Can
there be a worse symptom of an utterly unsustainable civilization?
These kids are our finest (we measure by ethics, empathy, greater cause, heroism, right? They live
these values more pure than most adults. These are our society’s finest, and they can keep and
unfold this like the most shining adult hero/ines of our time and history, if we just let them), they
embody what our society is yearning for, they are our future social entrepreneurs and cultural creatives,
the ones fixing society, showered with awards - but no, they are this already NOW, as teens, like the
admired youth leaders in YL. So stop limiting, clipping and even destroying our finest. Stop waiting
that they by co-incidence happen to discover changemaking by the age of 21, with little time left to
really learn it. Instead, let them grow up with it for ten years at school - and they will offer unprecedented
benefits to learning culture and school community.
Here is how to fix it. If we consider the vast majority of children and youth to be unaware, nonempathic, not caring, then we must look at those embodying those high ideals that our society hopes
for like “Our New Highly Gifted”. Not “as”, since this is not about medals and praise, but “like”, in
order to clarify how to recognize, respect, listen to, and support them - because so far, even if teachers
appreciate them, they don’t know how to fully integrate this at school. Craig Kielburger calls them
Shameless Idealists, others call them Intelligent Optimists. I call them Our New Highly Gifted, because
this helps TEACHERS and SCHOOLS understand how to fully integrate them into school culture.
Here is how to fix it. Everywhere in the world, we have recognition and are able to properly handle
talented musicians, mathematicians, chess players and ball dribblers in our schools - we simply have
to offer the same to “young changemakers” our finest(!) what we use to give ball dribbling talents.
1. Time and Space to practice their skills. Not in theory, but for real. In self-organized manner!
2. The role models they learn from are world class role models ... not local dancers, hobby sports
clubs or soup kitchens, but Mozart, Ronaldo, Michael Jordan. You have those for sports etc, now
also for positive change: humanity’s finest changemakers, global experts and sustainability solutions!
3. Connect with outer school expert partners. Music and sports teachers, or those mentoring a chess
club do not have the same skills as these students. They don’t need to. They connect to expert
partners, be they virtual chess players, or real orchestras. Students learn mostly self-organized. This
new expert partner is YL, our global community and Change Generation Rising action program.
4. Opportunity to perform in public to UPLIFT the people and society. Like others play concerts or
dribble balls for entertainment, changemakers take action beyond the school fence, with real impact.
5. Make headlines
They naturally evolve into the finest imaginable role models and assistant teachers. Contrary to their
talented peers, changemaker youth naturally focus on the upliftment of their peers, also. Their
performance will upgrade learning culture and add a new brand to the school’s public image.
Their perfect organizational format are YL student clubs, the perfect playing field are ISLEs, the
perfect informal curriculum is our reality game Change Generation Rising - taking three monthly
actions with changemakers, real impact and vivid documentation - serving as “assessment” and CV.

